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Abstract. This study emulates dropsondes to elucidate how adequately sporadic airborne sondes represent divergence (conver-

gence) of moisture transport in arctic Atmospheric Rivers (ARs). The convergence of vertically integrated moisture transport

(IV T ) plays a crucial role as it favours precipitation that significantly affects arctic sea ice properties. Long range research air-

craft can transect ARs and dropsondes determine their IV T divergence. However, a limited number of sondes may deteriorate

the representation of IV T variability and divergence. We disentangle errors arising from undersampling by discrete soundings5

and from the flight duration in order to assess the representativeness of future sonde-based IV T divergence in arctic ARs.

Our synthetic study uses CARRA reanalyses to set up an idealised scenario for airborne AR observations. For nine arctic

spring ARs, we mimic flights transecting each AR in CARRA and emulate sonde-based IV T representation by picking single

vertical profiles. The emulation quantifies IV T divergence observability by two approaches. First, sonde-based IV T and its

divergence are compared to the continuous IV T interpolated onto the flight cross-section. The comparison specifies uncertain-10

ties of discrete sonde-based IV T variability and divergence. Second, we determine how temporal AR evolution affects IV T

divergence values by contrasting time-propagating sonde-based values with the divergence based on instantaneous snapshots.

For our arctic AR cross-sections, we find that moisture transport variability contributes less than 10 % to its lateral mean,

while wind and moisture variability individually are higher. Both quantities can be uncorrelated and do not consistently exhibit

a coherent pattern. Moisture turns out as the more varying quantity. We show that sounding spacing greater than 100 km results15

in errors greater than 10 % of the total IV T along AR cross-sections. For IV T divergence, the arctic ARs exhibit similar gra-

dients in moisture advection and mass convergence across the embedded front as mid-latitude ARs, but we identify moisture

advection being dominant. We overall confirm their observability with an uncertainty lower than 25 % by a sequence of at least

seven sondes per cross-section. Rather than sonde undersampling, it is the temporal AR evolution over the flight duration that

leads to higher deviations in divergence components. Dedicated planning of sonde-based IV T divergence purposes should20

not only involve sonde positioning but rather pursue optimizing the flight duration. Our benchmarks quantify sonde-based

uncertainties as a prerequisite to be used for future airborne moisture budget closure in arctic ARs.
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1 Introduction

Narrow water vapour rich corridors, Atmospheric Rivers (ARs), occassionally flood the Arctic. In the polar regions, they ac-

count for 70 % of poleward moisture transport (Nash et al., 2018) with significant impacts (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014; Neff,25

2018). Along the pathways of ARs, the moist and warm air masses undergo transformations that imply phase transitions, sur-

face interaction or trigger significant precipitation (Lavers et al., 2016; Vázquez et al., 2018; You et al., 2022). The impacts

range up to significant warming causing sea- and Greenland ice retreat (Gimeno et al., 2014; Woods and Caballero, 2016;

Mattingly et al., 2018). To illuminate moisture transformation processes and surface interactions (e.g. Papritz et al., 2021; You

et al., 2022) occuring in arctic ARs, we have to analyse the characteristics of the moisture transport, i.e. the vertical Integrated30

Water Vapour Transport (IV T ). The moisture budget links the evolution of ARs and their precipitation efficiency by the diver-

gence of IV T (Seager and Henderson, 2013).

While the IV T variability and the contribution of IV T divergence to the moisture budget are widely assessed over the mid

latitudes (e.g. Guan et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2021), we lack an understanding of their magnitudes explicitly in the Arctic. Re-

analysis data have been established a manifold understanding of global IV T variability in ARs (e.g. Guan and Waliser, 2015).35

Yet, such studies mostly stem of coarser grid reanalyses such as ERA-Interim and MERRA-2 (e.g. Guan and Waliser, 2017).

Only recent studies include higher resolution reanalyses such as ERA5 which achieve more accurate AR-IV T representation

(Cobb et al., 2021b). High-resolution observations so far mainly exists for mid-latitude events that exhibit more intense mois-

ture transport (e.g Norris et al., 2020; Cobb et al., 2022) but, in turn, lack for the Arctic.

Still, the observation of arctic AR-IV T is challenging. One reason is the remote and sporadic occurence of arctic ARs over the40

ocean basins. Moreover, the quantification of AR moisture budget components, such as the divergence of moisture transport,

requires sufficiently large horizontal corridors to be observed. ARs generally exhibit strong moisture transport gradients along

their cross-section (e.g. Ralph et al., 2017; Demirdjian et al., 2020). Since ARs mainly occur in conjuction with a cold front,

different dynamical and thermodynamical processes act on the moisture transport and its divergence along the frontal cross-

section (Guan et al., 2020, Cobb et al., 2021a). Other than that, moisture transport observation has to rely on simultaneous45

measurements of winds and moisture. Dropsondes can measure the vertical profiles of both quantities and thus the moisture

transport so that they close a data gap remaining from remote sensing and from spaceborne or ground-based observations in

general (Zheng et al., 2021). From long-range research aircraft, sonde releases enable the observation of IV T divergence in

extended sectors of ARs. First airborne studies determine IV T divergence in mid-latitude ARs (e.g. Norris et al., 2020) and

begin complementing large reanalysis-based statistics of AR moisture budget components (Guan et al., 2020).50

However, a limited number of dropsondes may deteriorate the IV T representation and consequently the divergence values.

Accordingly, studies assess the impact of sounding frequency on AR-IV T variability (e.g. Ralph et al., 2017; Guan et al.,

2018), but so far purely for mid-latitude ARs. Besides sonde-based undersampling, we hypothesize that the AR evolution over

the flight duration enclosing the AR corridor can also affect the results non-negligibly. Before sondes infer the actual IV T

divergence in arctic ARs, we disentangle sonde-based errors that arise from undersampling by discrete sounding and from55

non-instantaneous sampling over the flight duration. Therefore, we examine how moisture transport variability is composed in
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arctic ARs close to the sea ice (i.e. Fram Strait and Greenland Sea). Our study monitors AR moisture transport as seen from

long-range research aircraft to tackle how such aircraft infer arctic AR moisture transport variability by adressing the questions:

– (Q1) What is the maximum distance between sondes to determine the total moisture transport through AR corridors?

– (Q2) How correlated are moisture and winds in arctic ARs and do coherent patterns contribute significantly to IV T ?60

As a prerequisite to close the moisture budget for arctic AR cross-sections, we assess the observability of moisture transport

(IV T ) divergence by dropsondes and quantify uncertainties in its representativeness. Our divergence assessment comprises:

– (Q3) How does divergence of moisture transport characterise along the cross-section of arctic ARs?

– (Q4) To what extent can discrete and non-instantaneous sondes reproduce IV T divergence in the light of the AR evolu-

tion during flight?65

To pursue Q1-Q4, we look at arctic ARs, that we pre-identified in ERA5 and investigate them within the novel C3S Arctic Re-

gional Reanalysis (CARRA). The high spatial resolution of CARRA illuminates kilometer-scale moisture transport variability

inside arctic ARs and forms our idealized background reality. In CARRA, we consider nine arctic AR events along synthetic

flights transecting and enclosing an AR corridor. We emulate synthetic dropsondes along the tracks by depicting single verti-

cal profiles. Our study compares actual IV T variability and divergence along the tracks with the emulated sonde-based IV T70

representation. This synthetic comparison estimates the observability of arctic AR-IV T divergence from sondes.

Section 2 presents our considered AR events in CARRA. Section 3 describes the methods emulating dedicated flight pattern

and the synthetic soundings, and how we derive moisture transport divergence. For this framework, Section 4 deals with the

IV T variability. This entails total moisture transport in arctic ARs and their IV T variability along cross-sections, their sonde-

based representation (Q1) and the coherence of moisture and winds (Q2). Section 5 specifies the moisture transport divergence75

(Q3) and compares its continuous representation to that by synthetic sondes. Section 6 quantifies airborne deviations arising

from AR evolution over flight duration which is mostly idealized as stationary (Q4). Our assessment provides benchmarks of

uncertainties in the sonde-based IV T divergence for arctic AR and facilitates flight mission planning.

2 Arctic AR moisture transport data

2.1 Dropsondes on long-range research aircraft80

This study relies on the flight performance of state-of-the-art long-range research aircraft. We exemplarily refer to the High

Altitude and LOng Range Research Aircraft (HALO), equipped with a remote sensing configuration described in more detail

in Stevens et al. (2019) and Konow et al. (2021). A similar aircraft examines pacific ARs (Cobb et al., 2022). Both aircraft

allow along-track observations during flight at common cruising levels above 10 km and a ground speed of around 250 m/s.

Such aircraft release GPS-dropsondes. During their fall, the sondes take various measurements, e.g. relative humidity and85

wind speed with an accuracy of 1 % and 0.1 m/s, respectively (George et al., 2021; Konow et al., 2021). The simultaneous

measurements allow to derive the moisture transport and its divergence inside Arctic ARs. We refer to such a sonde principle,
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Table 1. Specifications of used reanalyses for AR analysis

Reanalysis Dataset Horizontal Resolution Vertical resolution up to

10 km ( 250 hPa)

Time resolution

ERA5 0.25 x 0.25 deg 21 levels hourly

CARRA 2.5 x 2.5 km 15 levels (forecast hourly)

but we neglect the explicit measurement uncertainties for both quantities. Instead, we target the overall representativeness of

airborne sonde-based IV T . For arctic conditions, we synthetically assess sonde-based uncertainties in lateral moisture transport

variability, its maximum intensity and position and how the uncertainties affect airborne IV T divergence calculations.90

2.2 Reanalysis data

This observability study relies on a reanalysis framework (Tab. 1). The ECMWF Reanalysis v5 (ERA5) (Hersbach et al.,

2020) identifies our ARs of interest. Against other global reanalyses, ERA5 outperforms AR characteristics (Graham et al.,

2019; Cobb et al., 2021b). Recent studies consider ERA5 to investigate AR conditions explicitly in the Arctic (Fearon et al.,95

2021; Zhang et al., 2022). At the Fram Strait and Greenland Sea, the lat-lon grid from ERA5 yields approximately 30 km

distances. For the flight performance (Sect. 2.1), sounding resolutions of 30 km require releases every 2 minutes. This is higher

than commonly conducted sounding frequencies. However, to cover undersampled variability between the sondes even better,

we include the C3S Arctic Regional Reanalysis (CARRA), accessible by Schyberg et al. (2021), having a 2.5 km horizontal

resolution. Driven by lateral boundary conditions from ERA5, CARRA includes more observations and hourly forecasts by100

the HARMONIE-AROME model (Bengtsson et al., 2017). Køltzow et al. (2022) verified the improved representation in arctic

surface-near meteorological conditions. Both pressure-level reanalyses are provided by the Copernicus Climate Data Store

(CDS).

2.3 Selected Atmospheric River cases

Our study comprises ARs from nine spring days between 2011 and 2020. Figure 1 presents these ARs extending over the North105

Atlantic and Arctic Ocean. Accordingly, we are interested in ARs causing airmasses to overshoot the sea ice edge in the Arctic

ocean. As a valid AR detector we use IV T that represents AR strength as:

IV T =−1
g
·

ptop∫

psfc

qVdp (1)

where V is the horizontal wind vector and q the specific humidity. We use IV T -based AR detection by Guan (2022) to select

our arctic ARs from spring season. The selected ARs take typical arctic pathways (Fig. 1). Usually, arctic ARs evolve on the110

eastern flank of low-pressure systems forcing large-scale meridional transport representing a common synoptic composition

(Papritz and Dunn-Sigouin, 2020). Blocking situations can favor even more meridional circulation. Some of the ARs exhibit
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Figure 1. IVT contours of investigated AR events from ERA5. Red lines represent the zig-zag flight pattern to investigate the moisture

budget in AR corridors. Grey lines indicate surface isobars, while brown (orange) contour lines specify sea ice cover thresholds given in %.

The arrows depict the magnitude and orientation of IV T . Background maps were made with Natural Earth.

straight meridional moisture transport north of Iceland and approach or exceed Svalbard (AR1, AR2, AR3). AR4 and AR7

show more elongated filaments along the Norwegian coast but still reach far north. We select eight independent events wherein

AR5 is also considered for the consecutive day (AR6). At this stage, the centre of AR6 reaches close to the North Pole. Another115

event originates from Siberia (AR8) that represents another significant roadway for arctic moisture intrusions (Komatsu et al.,

2018). The last events in 2020 (AR8, AR9) are accompanied by a warm air intrusion period observed by the Multidisciplinary

drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC) expedition (Shupe et al., 2022), studied in Kirbus et al. (2023).

Since our analysis is restricted to a small set of ARs, we put them into perspective of spring climatology. Picking the events

from the AR catalogue of Guan (2022), Figure 2 compares the latitude of their AR centres and mean IV T with the long-term120

distribution (1979–2019) for spring ARs along the Atlantic pathway. The distribution indicates that ARs centred further north
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Figure 2. Comparison of selected AR events to long-term statistics (1979–2019) regarding mean IVT and AR centre latitude at given

reanalysis time step (ERA-Interim) based on the AR catalogue (Guan, 2022). Isolines represent 25 and 75 percentiles of the kernel density

estimate. Coloured lines on the right indicate the centre of the respective flight pattern.

are aligned with less intense mean IV T . Our selected ARs characterise a higher intensity compared to the long-term mean.

Most events are centred above 65◦N with mean IV T below 300kgm−1 s−1 which is also not exceeded in the climatology.

AR3 and AR7 are centred below 60◦N, aligned with mean IV T values around 350kgm−1s−1. Despite their southern centre,

they reach far north with IV T > 250kgm−1s−1 inside the Fram Strait (Fig. 1), so that we declare them as arctic ARs. The125

flights transecting AR corridors are located in vicinity of the arctic sea ice edge and mainly north of the AR centre (Fig. 2).

3 Airborne strategy for AR moisture transport divergence

The moisture transport divergence is one key component contributing to the overall atmospheric moisture budget. In a vertically

integrated perspective, the moisture budget components consist of:

δIWV

δt︸ ︷︷ ︸
local change in Integrated Water Vapour

= E︸︷︷︸
Evaporation

− P︸︷︷︸
Precipitation

− ∇IV T︸ ︷︷ ︸
Divergence of Integrated Water Vapour Transport

, (2)130

with all components in kilogram per metre squared per second. Seager and Henderson (2013) include another term in Eq. 2,

being the moisture flux through a tilted bottom pressure surface, but this is less relevant here. Precipitation and evaporation

refer to surface values, while the integrated water vapour IWV and integrated water vapour transport IV T (Eq. 1) represent

the vertically integrated quantities. We calculate CARRA-IV T as the trapezoidal integral along the pressure levels (Tab. 1).

The following section specifies our airborne strategy to derive∇IV T in arctic ARs therefrom and the sonde emulation.135
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Figure 3. Top (a) and side (b) view on envisioned zig-zag flight pattern to derive the moisture budget components inside AR corridors.

3.1 Flight pattern and emulating observations

The main perspective is the airborne observability of ∇IV T inside arctic ARs. To mimic real observations as a prerequisite

for upcoming campaigns, this section emulates sophisticated flight patterns and creates synthetic soundings along the flights.

3.1.1 Zig-zag flight tracks observing AR corridors

The airborne derivation of moisture transport divergence requires sophisticated flight patterns well sampling a specific AR140

corridor. In general, tracks enclosing corridors, e.g. circles, allow divergence calculations best and are frequently applied

for closure purposes (Bony and Stevens, 2019). However, ARs exhibit cross-frontal inhomogenities (Cobb et al., 2022) that

smooth out in single circles. The high lateral variability in AR transport characteristics requires stacked or zig-zag patterns

with long legs crossing the AR front to capture the heterogenity more sufficiently. Figure 3 sketches how the latter pattern

is conceptionally applied in order to close the moisture budget in ARs. The zig-zag pattern observes AR corridors, i.e. box145

sections along its transport direction. Diagonal internal legs assess precipitation rate, evaporation or water load inside. The

boundary legs perpendicular to the major flow quantify the corridor in- and outflow, i.e. in- and outgoing IV T for the entire

lateral AR extension. These legs enable simplified divergence calculations. We select AR corridors at the sea ice edge to place

the zig-zag flight pattern in (Fig. 1). The corridor boundary legs orientate orthogonally to the major IVT direction. The zig-zag

patterns extend in such a way that they cover entire AR cross-sections, meaning the prefrontal warm sector, the AR core with150

highest IV T and the postfrontal AR cold sector. We fly over open ocean and sea ice but disregard land. The tracks mimic

idealised flight performances. The aircraft location refers to 1 Hz resolution which is a common resolution of remote sensing

products, such as the HAMP dataset comprising radiometer and radar (Mech et al., 2014; Konow et al., 2019). We assume a

constant ground speed of 250m s−1 but neglect the duration for turns. We choose a constant flight altitude of 10,000 m.
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3.1.2 Synthetic observations155

Using this idealised performance, the zig-zag patterns (shown in Fig. 1) require roughly 2–3 h to be completed, and up to 1 h

for the single AR cross-sections (not shown). Up to three reanalysis timesteps represent atmospheric conditions during our

pattern. We upsample the reanalysis datasets to minutely frequency by linear time interpolation. Meteorological values along

the flight are chosen from the nearest minute and spatially interpolated using harvesine distances. Although the upsampling

leaves the model physics at intermediate timesteps, we declare this as a suitable airborne estimate of atmospheric conditions in160

dynamic systems like ARs, exhibiting significant spatial displacement.

Along the continuous airborne AR representation, we place synthetic soundings for which we neglect any vertical drift or fall

time. We further neglect pure measurement uncertainties. Mimicking such effects is out of the scope of this study although it

may be crucial when evaluating real sonde profiles with model data. Instead, our sondes observe exact IV T values at their

release position. Accordingly, our assessment focusses on the spatial representativeness of dropsondes and especially how their165

release frequency may affect the airborne understanding of moisture transport variability and its divergence in arctic ARs.

3.2 Sonde-based divergence derivation

To determine IV T divergence (∇IV T ), the Gaussian Theorem sets the moisture flux over the perimeter of a closed surface

equal to its divergence. However, our flight pattern has open boundaries at the outer sides. Only if lateral flow can be neglected,

we obtain the divergence by subtracting the inflow in the entrance leg from the streamward outflow (Fig. 3). Given this limita-170

tion, Lenschow et al. (2007) alternatively suggests the regression method. Under linear variations, a meteorological quantity Φ

(e.g. wind speed), being stationary in time, can be inferred as:

Φ = Φo +
δΦ
δx
·∆x+

δΦ
δy
·∆y, (3)

with the area mean value Φo and ∆x and ∆y being zonal, meridional displacements from the area centre point. Using the

values of Φ at sounding locations and minimising the least-squared errors in the linear regression fit of Eq. 3, we obtain a linear175

estimate of zonal (x) and meridional (y) gradients, along with the intercept for the line, providing the mean mesoscale value

for Φ. Adding up both gradients, we calculate the divergence. Bony and Stevens (2019) and George et al. (2021) proved the

feasibility of this method by comparing its divergence values with the Gaussian-based line integral over flown circles.

Having the mathematical expression, we specify the impact of IV T divergence with respect to the moisture budget. In case of

evaporation E being negligible compared to the other terms of Eq. 2 (what approximately holds for the open Arctic Ocean),180

convergence of integrated moisture transport either causes precipitation or locally increases the amount of water vapour. Since

convergence of moisture transport hence has two different impacts,∇IV T can be split into two composits:

∇IV T =− 1
g · ρw

·
ptop∫

psfc

∇(qV)dp=
1

g · ρw
·

ptop∫

psfc

q (−∇V)dp

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamical mass convergence (CONV)

+
1

g · ρw
·

ptop∫

psfc

V(−∇q)dp

︸ ︷︷ ︸
integral of horizontal moisture advection (ADV)

. (4)
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Figure 4. Illustration of AR cross-section sectors and placed sondes in order to calculate the divergence for AR3. IV T contours refer to

CARRA at the hour mid of the flight corridor. Background map is made with Natural Earth.

The first term represents the dynamical mass convergence being the product of the moisture mass and divergence. The mass

convergence term can be related to vertical velocity via the continuity equation and itself is closely linked to precipitation185

(Wong et al., 2016; Norris et al., 2020). The second term represents the horizontal advection of moisture that is little correlated

to precipitation formation (Guan et al., 2020). To calculateADV and CONV , we use the regression method. Finally, all terms

in Eq. 4 are divided by the density of water ρw to provide budget contributions in mm per day (mm d−1).

3.3 Decomposition in frontal AR sectors190

Current research considering observations along AR cross-sections suggests to distinguish between different sectors across

the front the AR is embedded in. This separation results from the AR occurence mostly within the vicinity of cold fronts

where distinct processes take place. Using airborne observations of a large set of pacific AR cross-sections, Cobb et al. (2021a)

classified different sectors of ARs based on the frontal position and IV T . This comprises a warm sector being pre-frontal, the

AR core with highest IV T (> 80% of maximum IV T ) and the post-frontal cold sector. Similarly, Guan et al. (2020) refer to195

their global AR catalogue and separate AR cross-sections for IV T divergence calculations across the major AR axis.

We conduct such sector-based decomposition of IV T divergence for our arctic AR events in CARRA. Figure 4 illustrates the

frontal sector decomposition for our most intense AR (AR3). Our decomposition aligns with the requirements given in Cobb

et al. (2021a). However, we lower the IV T -threshold defining AR edges from 250 to 100kg m−1 s−1. This fits to common polar

moisture transport magnitudes exceeding the 95th percentile used in the AR detection of Guan and Waliser (2015). Otherwise,200

as statistics in Fig. 2 indicate, we would exclude most ARs north of 70◦N, or would shrink the AR cross-section so that most

transport is ignored. As shown in Fig. 4, three synthetic sondes calculate the IV T divergence for each sector respectively.

We emphasise that our IV T -determined frontal AR sectors along the flight track tilt while the IV T corridor has a straight

northward orientation in Fig 4. This putative inconsistency arises from the north-eastward displacement of the AR filament

over the course of the 2.5 h synthetic flight section (Sect. 2.1). Accordingly, Sect. 6 examines the extent to which sonde-based205

IV T divergence is affected by flight duration, as opposed to actually looking at the AR in an instantaneous snapshot.
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Figure 5. Inflow AR-IVT cross-section from AR1 (2011-03-17) with six synthetic soundings placed along the track. A gaussian fit based on

the sounding IV T representation is calculated.

4 Moisture transport in Arctic AR cross-sections and its variability

This section investigates IV T variability within our arctic ARs (Sect. 2.3) using the high-resolution CARRA (Sect. 2.2). First,

we analyse the shape of IV T (and document the larger IV T variability compared to forcing ERA5). Next, we focus on the

observability of prevailing AR moisture transport variability by discrete soundings, using the synthetic sondes (Sect. 3). We210

determine the maximum distance between sondes needed to derive the total moisture transport in AR cross-sections accurately

(Q1). Finally, we describe how coherence in moisture and wind speed contributes to moisture transport and its variability (Q2).

4.1 Shape of IV T across arctic ARs

As observed in mid-latitudes (Ralph et al., 2017), IV T through AR cross-sections is commonly bell-shaped. Here, we infer

whether arctic ARs feature the same structure. For AR1, Figure 5 illustrates the cross-sectoral IV T along the inflow flight leg.215

We recognise the bell-shaped IV T from both, CARRA and forcing ERA5. Within the cross-section centre which we declare

as the AR core (Sect. 3.3), CARRA, however, shows stronger moisture transport with a more pronounced IV T maximum.

Moreover, CARRA increases the cross-section variability for this case.

This increased lateral variability of IV T in CARRA arises the question, how sporadic soundings can reproduce such AR-IV T

patterns. Using the synthetic soundings (Sect. 3.1.2) which consider CARRA as idealised reality, a set of six equidistant sondes220

would reveal a slightly different pattern of the AR cross-section in Fig. 5. A gaussian fit using the discrete soundings in a

least-square sense can reproduce the bell-shaped distribution of AR-IV T . Yet, the fit is very sensitive to the actual positions of

dropsonde releases. While the centred sonde in Fig. 5 is located close to the IV T maximum (IV Tmax), slight displacements

of this release which easily occur in real observations, can rapidly cause an underestimation of the AR core moisture transport.

Summarising all cross-sections of our ARs from Sect. 2.3, most arctic AR cross-sections maintain the typical bell-shaped225

IV T curve over widths of roughly 400–800 km and indicate pronounced IV T maxima in the core of 300–600 kg m−1s−1 (not
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shown). Only for the weak AR8, this structure is less pronounced. We highlight that maximum (mean) values of IV T per cross-

section increase by roughly 9 % (8 %) from ERA5 to CARRA on average. CARRA further increases the IV T variability by

roughly 11 %. This is an outcome of the higher horizontal resolution than in ERA5. While sonde positions in Fig. 5 are suitable

to represent the cross-section IV T , other ARs signify more complexity in being accurately represented by this number of230

placed soundings. We need further inspections on how sounding intervals deteriorate the AR moisture transport observability.

4.2 Sonde-based total cross-section moisture transport

The most intuitive approximation of ∇IV T in AR corridors relies on deriving the Total Integrated Water Vapour Transport

(TIV T ) through the boundary legs. Following Ralph et al. (2017), TIV T of a cross-section is defined as:

TIV T =
∫
IV T dx, (5)235

representing the lateral integral of IV T over the flight distance x in one boundary leg (in- or outflow). Assuming that no

moisture flux exists apart from perpendicular to the flight track, we can approximate∇IV T in an AR corridor by the difference

of in- minus outgoing TIV T of the cross-sections. To assess the required sounding frequency, we vary the number of synthetic

sondes. For AR1, one of the stronger events with IV Tmax ≈ 500kgm−1s−1 (presented in Fig. 5), we find that the release of

six sondes underestimates TIV T by roughly 10 % against the continuous AR-IV T representation in CARRA. In contrast,240

TIV T estimates based on ten sondes differ by less than 1 % (not shown). When lowering the number of releases, their location

becomes more essential and strongly affects the derived moisture transport variability especially in the AR core with possible

occurence of a low-level jet (LLJ). This sector accounts for ≈ 50% of the entire moisture transport through the cross-section

(Guan and Waliser, 2017). Too large sonde distances enhance the probability to miss this IV T dominating region.

Figure 6 illustrates the outcome of a bootstrapping approach wherein we sample the cross-sections with varying release245

intervals and positions. We apply this method to all arctic ARs (Sect. 2.3). The emerging boxplot (Fig. 6) reveals how many

sonde releases are needed to derive TIV T in our chosen ARs cross-sections. Accordingly, the relative error of TIV T against

the continuous AR representation starts to significantly increase for sounding intervals above 10 min (distances of 150 km at a

cruise speed of 250 ms−1 and roughly five sondes for the given cross-section lengths). For intervals above 15 min, sonde-based

TIV T can strongly deviate. We find that TIV T uncertainty increases less rapidly with larger sonde intervals than in mid-250

latitude case studies (Ralph et al., 2017; Guan et al., 2018), but emphasise that our arctic TIV T values extend to roughly one

third of the mid-latitude range of 8−−10 · 108 kg s−1. We conclude that a minimum number of five releases must be targeted.

The IV T variability that causes such sonde errors in TIV T is strongly correlated to IV Tmax (correlation coefficient r = 0.91).

Hence, we expect more sondes to be required for the strongest AR events. However, the coloured boxes in Fig. 6 indicate that

the distribution of the relative TIV T error behaves similarly, when we pick cross-sections with IV Tmax larger than the 75th255

percentile from the bootstrapping sample (mainly AR1 and AR3). The mean relative error increases more rapidly with larger

sounding intervals whereas the spread is lower than for the entire sample. Highest TIV T errors thus do not originate from the

strong events when having very few sondes. For larger sounding intervals (≤ 15min), the mean error and its spread becomes

lower than for the entirety.
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Figure 6. Relative error in TIV T as a function of sounding frequency in seconds for all AR cross-sections (grey) and colored, those including

highest IVT maxima (75th percentile). For an assumed aircraft speed of 250 m s−1, 5 min (300 s) sounding spacing results in profile distances

of 75 km (if sonde drifts are neglected).

4.3 Variability of moisture and wind in arctic ARs260

After investigating the overall moisture transport by its vertical integral IV T , it is intuitive to take a deeper look at vertical

moisture q and wind v (Eq. 1) individually, and to compare arctic ARs to what we know from mid-latitude ARs. We examine

the cross-section variability of v and q in the vertical using the continuous representation of our arctic ARs (Fig. 7). Moisture

transport in the lowest levels up to 850 hPa contributes to IV T with roughly 50 %. Up to this height, both high moisture and

wind speeds are predominant. Further upwards, wind speed even accelerates up to 15−−30m s−1 and q decreases with height,265

remaining below 5g kg−1 in arctic ARs. These characteristics resemble soundings of ARs over the North-East Pacific (Cobb

et al., 2021b). Still, we find some notable differences to mid-latitude ARs. Whilst low-level wind speed is comparable to that in

the Pacific region (Ralph et al., 2004; Cobb et al., 2021a), q is considerably lower. The wind profile behaves more homogeneous

in the vertical than registered from sub-tropical/mid-latitude cases (Ralph et al., 2005; Cobb et al.,2021a). Above a slight bump

at 900 hPa, mostly designated as LLJ (Ralph et al., 2004; Demirdjian et al., 2020), the wind speed slightly decreases before270

continues increasing. Since the atmosphere dries with height, the moisture transport declines.

The cross-sectoral variability of both quantities strongly affects IV T variability. Figure 7 exemplarily depicts our most intense

AR (AR3). The LLJ in AR3 with high wind speeds above 30m s−1 causes strong moisture transport whereas moisture is more

or less average. While strong moisture transport originates from strong winds, its cross-sectoral variability is mostly affected

by moisture variability. The strong AR3 suggests that moisture varies strongly and seemingly dominates moisture transport275

variability in arctic ARs, when winds are overall strong.

Aiming at an identification of the more variable quantity out of q and v can improve measurement strategies. Specifically,

moisture can be derived from supplementary remote sensing devices on long-term research aircrafts. For wind and moisture,
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Figure 7. Vertical statistics of wind speed (a), specific humidity (b) and moisture transport (c) from the inflow cross-sections of the nine ARs

analysed. Shaded areas represent the overall mean values ± the standard deviation. The error bars depict this distribution for the strongest

AR (AR3). Vertical lines specify the cumulative contribution of moisture transport to IV T down to the given levels.

we quantify the relative standard deviations (sq and sv), normed by the mean, as a function of height (Fig. 8). In particular for

the winds, the relative standard deviation remains rather consistent throughout the atmosphere and at a small magnitude (mean280

relative variability around 20 to 30 %), which is in line with the high but rather homogenous winds in the strong AR3 (Fig. 7).

Besides a weak local maxima in the vicinity of the LLJ, the variability increases near the upper-level polar jet, however, with

minor impact on the moisture transport (variability) due to dry airmasses.

The variability of moisture behaves differently. In the boundary layer, moisture variability is negligible, similar to wind

(sq,sv < 20%). Yet, the decline of mean moisture with height is opposed by the increase of its relative variability. Between285

600 and 850 hPa, high moisture variability basically contributes to mean moisture transport variability, increasing half as high

as its mean. The cross-sectoral moisture represents the more variable quantity in arctic ARs.

4.4 Coherence of moisture and wind

For the moisture transport, it is not only important whether moisture and wind anomalies are high separately (Sect. 4.3), but also

how correlated they are and whether coherent pattern contribute significantly to AR-IV T (Q2). If they do, carefully collocated290

observations are essential to determine TIV T , otherwise independent estimates of mean moisture and wind are sufficient. The

overall moisture transport q · v basically is a combination of transport by the mean quantities q and v and their cross-sectoral

variabilities, i.e spatial fluctuations q′ and v′, according to:

q · v = (q+ q′)(v+ v′) = q · v+ q′v︸︷︷︸
=0

+ qv′︸︷︷︸
=0

+ q′ · v′︸ ︷︷ ︸
cov(q,v)

. (6)

While the second and third summand equal zero, the last term represents the covariance cov() between q and v.295
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Figure 8. Vertical profile of relative standard deviation of wind (sv) and moisture (sq) for the AR cross-sections of each flight. The bold

lines indicate the mean value over all ARs for both components. The sizes of the dots scale with the mean value at this height normed by the

maximum mean value for the entire profile.

Using the relation between correlation coefficient rcorr and cov(), we obtain:

cov(q,v) = rcorr(q,v) · std(q) · std(v), (7)

and expanding by q and v, we can reformulate Eq. 6 as:

q · v = q · v · (1 + rcorr(q,v) · std(q)
q︸ ︷︷ ︸
sq

· std(v)
v︸ ︷︷ ︸
sv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
covnorm

). (8)

The right summand in Eq. 8, the normalised covariance covnorm, weights the coherent transport relative to the non-coherent.300

Using covnorm, we find rather little coherence between moisture and wind in arctic AR cross-sections (Fig. 9). The magnitude

of the contribution of moisture transport variability to the overall moisture transport is below ±10 % for each height. Accord-

ingly, the coherence is of minor influence for the entire IV T variability. Main reasons for the low contribution of coherent

patterns are the relatively low standard deviations compared to their mean (see sq and especially sv). Even considerable corre-

lation (rcorr ≥ 0.5, Fig. 9) cannot generate relevant moisture transport contributions. Over the vertical extension, covnorm mostly305

remains below 5 %. Even in moisture transport dominated levels (below 700 hPa), the cross-sections reveal a contribution of

moisture transport variability to Eq. 8 in the range of 5 to 10 %. Only for some ARs, the strongest variability (>±10 %) pri-

marily occurs in higher levels above 500 hPa, where, in turn, moisture transport is weak (Fig. 7 and Fig. 9).

As correlation between moisture and wind rcorr shows a large spread between the single ARs (grey lines in Fig. 9), Figure 10

illustrate the spatial patterns of moisture and wind for our cross-sections. As already shown for the mean rcorr, the correlation310

between moisture and wind peaks in the LLJ height (rcorr > 0.7 for all ARs except for AR1, AR8, AR9). However, the vari-

ability of wind is small, as winds are almost constant along the entire cross-section (> 25ms−1 especially in AR1 and AR3).
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Figure 9. Vertical profile of AR moisture and wind normalised covariance (covnorm) and their correlation rcorr along the cross-sections.

The bold lines indicate the mean value over all AR for each of the components. The sizes of the dots scales with the mean

moisture transport value at this height normed by the maximum mean value of the entire profile.

Here, it is the moisture variability steering the moisture transport variability. Such moisture variable ARs consist of an elevated

moist layer only persisting in the AR core and surrounded by dry air.

The slanted structure of moisture transport in AR cross-sections (depicted in e.g. Ralph et al., 2004; Cordeira et al., 2013315

Ralph et al., 2017) mostly reflects for AR5 where moisture and wind are most coherent. Residing in the warm conveyor belt,

moist air masses lift over the cold-frontal sector. The downward intrusion of the upper-level jet on the eastern flank causes the

slanted structure in the moisture transport. Other ARs exhibit less coherent pattern and wind and moisture do not necessarily

align with each other. For example, AR9 indicates a clear displacement causing a negative cross-sectoral correlation.

We conclude that the mean moisture and wind account for 95 % of overall moisture transport in arctic ARs. Moisture and wind320

patterns are little coherent and show high inter-case variability. Strong ARs (IV T ≥ 400kgm−1s−1) tend to feature strong,

rather constant winds. Narrowed moisture columns here form the moisture transport variability. We recommend supplementary

measurements of moisture to effectively increase the accuracy of AR moisture transport estimates. Incoherent cross-section

patterns motivate investigating separate sectors along the AR front as they exhibit different processes (Cobb et al., 2021a).

When moisture and wind regimes are independent, we expect cross-frontal differences in the divergence components of Eq. 4.325

5 Moisture transport divergence from sondes

After assessing how sondes reproduce moisture transport variability (Sect. 4), we focus on IV T divergence. This section exam-

ines how the divergence of moisture transport is characterised along cross-sections of arctic ARs (Q3). We investigate whether

high moisture advection (Eq. 4) occurs more frequently in strong moisture-dominated ARs and whether mass convergence

dominates in windy AR corridors. Synthetic sondes illuminate how discrete soundings reflect such characteristics.330
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Figure 10. Cross-sections of AR inflow legs for moisture (color-coded contours), as well as wind contour lines for (pinkish) and moisture

transport (both as contour lines). Shown moisture transport values have the unit gkg−1ms−1. The black-white dashed vertical line represents

the cross-sectoral mean of the correlation coefficient rcorr between moisture and wind for each pressure level.

5.1 Sectoral in- and outgoing moisture transport

In a first step, we depict the cross-sectoral IV T of the in- and outflow leg and their AR-TIV T for all nine arctic ARs (Fig. 11).

The leg comparison reveals a first simplified understanding of divergence. Idealising that no entrainment into the AR corridor

(Sect. 5) takes place, we can contrast in- and outflow TIV T in order to gain benchmarks whether convergence or divergence of

internal moisture transport overall exists. Maximum IV T values vary between 200–650 kg m−1s−1, whereby the outflow IV T335

generally exhibits a similiar intensity as the inflow leg. The strongest AR in terms of maximum IV T also has the highest total

transport throughout both flight legs. TIV T overall ranges from 100–300 ·106 kg s−1. Some arctic AR cross-sectoral TIV T

tends to decrease downstream. Higher IV T causing higher TIV T in the inflow leg potentially suggests total convergence in

the AR corridor. Still, we identify cases with little streamward tendencies of total moisture transport and others that even show

divergence. This downstream difference of TIV T is distributed unevenly over the cross-sectoral IV T .340

Figure 11 separates the AR cross-sections in the three sectors (pre-frontal, core, post-frontal) as introduced in Sect. 3.3. Al-

though the AR cores are roughly 200–300 km narrow (slim lines in Fig. 11), they provide more than half of AR-TIV T . Except

for AR2 and AR7, weaker slopes of IV T are generally in the cold sector as opposed to the warm sector. The steep post-frontal

IV T decline in AR2 and AR7 suggests different evolution processes associated with a high pressure ridge, favoured by an-

ticyclonic rossby wave breaking (Zavadoff and Kirtman, 2018). While we mainly find IV T decreasing towards the outflow345
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Figure 11. AR-IVT of inflow (outflow) section in blue (orange) for all nine corridors in the ARs. The domains of frontal specifc AR sectors

are denoted by the line pattern changing. Dotted (dashed) lines represent the warm pre-frontal (cold post-frontal) sectors using the criteria

mentioned in Sect. 3.2. Leg specific values for AR-TIV T are specified in the legend. They purely include IV T internal of we declare as

AR borders in Sect. 3.3 (dotted lines). Upward (downward) arrows roughly estimate corridor IV T convergence (divergence). Their length

and width scales with the difference of TIV T between both flight legs.

core, IV T occasionally intensifies in the two frontal sectors. They partially overcompensate the core leading to downstream

net TIV T gain. Yet, a TIV T -based interpretation of predominant moisture transport divergence underlies strong idealisation;

Neither it considers moisture flow being not flight perpendicular, nor does it separate contributions of moisture advection and

mass convergence. The regression approach is required to diagnose moisture transport divergence in each sector of arctic ARs.

5.2 Sonde-based divergence and its representativeness350

This section specifies the regression-based (Sect. 3.2) IV T divergence (∇IV T ) in arctic ARs for the frontal sectors (Sect.

3.3) using the decomposed terms, namely moisture advection ADV and mass convergence CONV (Eq. 4). We compare our

∇IV T with that based on the mid-latitude study of Guan et al. (2020). The results we obtain from the continuous cross-

sections interpolated from CARRA represent our idealised reference. For them and seven synthetic sondes per cross-section

(as in Fig. 4), we apply the regression method to derive ADV and CONV . We build on the airborne study of Norris et al.355

(2020), investigating a mid-latitude AR event, and assess uncertainties of sonde-based determination of∇IV T in arctic ARs.

For the intense AR3, Figure 12 delineates the divergence components specified for the frontal sectors. In the continu-

ous AR representation, ADV and CONV behave differently throughout the frontal cross-section, as stated in Guan et al.
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Figure 12. Vertical contributions from ADV (a) and CONV (b) to the moisture transport divergence (c) for the frontal sectors in AR3.

Bold lines represent sonde-based values whereas the filled areas denote the deviation to values based on continuous AR representation.

(2020) and Norris et al. (2020). While CONV does not rise above ±1 · 10−4 g kg−1s−1 in the warm sector, ADV exceeds

±2 · 10−4 g kg−1s−1. The cold sector even shows dry advection (ADV > 0) in the lower atmosphere. The ADV dominance360

contradicts the case observed by Norris et al. (2020), where ADV was small compared to CONV . They, in turn, observed a

more intense mid-latitude AR near its centre. Our corridors along the sea ice edge can be primarily attributed to the AR exit

region as the centre is located southwards (see Fig. 2). For AR3, the moisture transport convergence (divergence) manifests in

the warm (cold) sector when we integrate along the vertical axis (not shown). This is similar to what is found in mid-latitudes

(Guan et al., 2020). In AR3, ADV and CONV act on different vertical levels. Their maxima locate at the heights where also365

moisture and wind dominate, respectively (Fig. 10). In the warm sector, moisture advection increases above 850 hPa while mass

converges closer to the surface and less intense. The core represents a transition zone with low-level moisture advection but sig-

nifcant drying in mid-levels (700 hPa). The LLJ characterises a weak mass convergence maximum (≈−0.75·10−4 g kg−1s−1).

The cold sector exhibits vertically consistent drying by advection (dominating) and mass divergence.

Three synthetic sondes in each frontal sector leg (located as in Fig. 4) generally reproduce the divergence characteristics of the370

continuous reference within each AR frontal sector. The highest deviations occur for the warm sector arising from moisture

advection misrepresentation. Slight cross-sectoral displacements of the sonde positions emerge in changing divergence char-

acteristics, but they do all maintain the principle vertical characteristics for each component and sector (Fig. 12). Setting our

sonde results in context to the airborne study of Norris et al. (2020), we identify the strength of real dropsondes having a high

vertical resolution that provides much more vertical variability. Thus, the lower divergence in Fig. 12 presumably does not only375

result from less intense divergence in arctic ARs compared to mid-latitude ARs, but is also due to the coarser vertical grid.

To quantify the contribution of moisture transport divergence (such as in Fig. 12) to the moisture budget (Eq. 2), its vertical

integral∇IV T is required (Eq. 4). For our ARs, we summarise their daily contribution to the moisture budget in mm d−1 (Fig.
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Figure 13. Box plot of moisture transport divergence contributions to daily moisture budget for all nine ARs. Values specify both components

(ADV , CONV ) for all frontal AR sectors. They compare the ideal AR representation (coloured box-whiskers) with the sonde-based values

(grey box-whiskers). The boxes refer to the quartiles and horizontal lines inside specify the respective mean value.

13). The warm pre-frontal sector overall supplies moisture with advection being twice as dominant as convergence. In contrast,

the post-frontal cold sector clearly constitutes a moisture sink. The strongest drying is found here from mass divergence. The380

post-frontal sector exhibits the highest inter-event variability. The core marks the transition zone with positive and negative

contributions prevailing for both components. Mass convergence shows a slightly stronger, more robust positive tendency. We

note that the range of absolute values from -6 mm d−1 to +4 mm d−1 is pretty small compared to Guan et al. (2020). In partic-

ular, the mass convergence is little compared to their mid-latitude cases (by a factor of 10). Hence, triggering of precipitation

is presumably much less pronounced while moisture advection leads to an increase in the atmospheric moisture reservoir.385

Applying three soundings per sector, the sondes replicate the cross-frontal divergence (grey whiskers in Fig. 13), i.e. the rela-

tively weak mass convergence omnipresent for our arctic ARs. This contradicts Guan et al. (2020) who found dominating mass

convergence in and ahead of the AR front. However, our values can not be intercompared naively. Besides our different AR

regions (AR exit region at the sea ice edge that is more distant to the AR centre, Fig. 2), our investigated frontal sectors are

larger than pixel-based values used in Guan et al. (2020). In turn, our horizontal resolution includes subscale variability.390

Taking into account the observability of moisture transport divergence by discrete dropsondes, our configurations derive similar

median values as the continuous AR representation. For our arctic AR composition, this confirms that three sondes per sector

are basically capable to reproduce the general frontal structure of moisture transport divergence and its vertically integrated

contribution to the moisture budget. However, as the percentiles between sondes and continuous representation deviate, the

soundings can misinterpret the magnitude of the sector-specific divergence components considerably for the individual events.395

Since this deviation is unbiased though, the sonde mean errors remain below 0.5 mm d−1. We remind that, while precedent

moisture budget studies mostly refer to single time steps or at least conduct a time-to-space adjustment (Norris et al., 2020),

we mimic the observations in the light of the flight duration. The airborne non-instantaneous perspective can cause differences

in our understanding of the AR corridors as the AR evolves meanwhile.
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Figure 14. Comparison of divergence component contributions to daily moisture budget from the continuous AR representation referring

either on the time-propagating flight values or when using the values for the centered hour. Values are given for each frontal sector. Black

error bars are identical to the coloured boxes in Fig. 13. Grey values represent the centered hour based values.

6 Deterioration by non-instantaneous sounding400

This section evaluates to what extent the discrete synthetic sondes reproduce IV T divergence in the light of temporal AR

evolution during flight (Q4). We quantify the error in observed moisture transport arising from the flight duration of up to

3 h to overpass AR corridors (Sect. 3.1.1), and to consecutively observe the in- and outflow legs. Within the AR corridor, the

temporal AR evolution may deteriorate the airborne interpretation of Eulerian IV T divergence. As instantaneous reference,

we establish the collocated AR representation from CARRA at the flight-centered hour.405

In a first step, we contrast the cross-frontal ∇IV T for both continuous temporal representations (non-instantaneous and in-

stantaneous). On average for all cases, the frontal gradient of ∇IV T is well captured by the non-instantaneous representation

(Fig. 14). However, we note that the mean error in divergence arising from the flight duration (red dots in Fig. 14) is more

pronounced than the error by sonde-based undersampling (compare to Fig. 13). In some sectors, the mean error exceeds more

than 1mmd−1, whereas sonde undersampling (Fig. 13) only induces mean errors below 0.5mmd−1. The temporal evolution410

of the AR throughout the flight can thus strongly deteriorate the divergence estimates for individual sectors.

Although both temporal representations identify moisture advection (ADV ) as the dominating factor for moisture transport

divergence, it is ADV in the core and post-frontal sector where we find the highest deviations (≥±1mmd−1) compared to the

instantaneous snapshot (Fig. 14). The deviations show up in the mean, median and standard deviation. In the cold post-frontal

sector (core), the mean error and median ofADV consistently reveal more drying (moistening). Non-instantaneous sampling in415

instationary ARs changes the derived moisture budget contribution by more than 10 %, especially for ADV in the cold-sector

rising above 25 % (comparing mean errors on right axis to boxplot values in Fig. 14). When we consider non-instantaneous

deteriorations for individual ARs, we find cases with ADV errors exceeding more than 8 mmd−1 (not shown). The median

of CONV is much less affected. Relatively, however, CONV exhibits higher mean errors but they have less impact on the

absolute moisture transport divergence.420
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Figure 15. Total (orange) and individual errors only by discrete sondes (green) and only by instationarity (grey) for daily IV T divergence in

each frontal sector and divergence component (Eq. 4). For all AR cross-sections, positive bars indicate the root-mean-square error (RMSE)

while error markers and lines depict mean errors in combination with their standard deviations for the ARs.

The before-mentioned error tendencies result from the slanted movement of the AR, not necessarily aligned with moisture

transport direction. In fact, all our ARs evolve more or less northeastwards, while our flight pattern is more zonally orientated,

aiming for transport-orthogonal cross-sections. Since the winds exhibit less horizontal variability (Sect. 4.4), changes in mass

convergence (CONV ) which are lower than ADV remain less sensitive to non-instantaneous sampling and AR displacement.

In-depth flight planning involving weather forecasts may help to adapt the flight pattern for AR evolution. Forecasts can esti-425

mate the mean propagation velocity and direction of the AR corridor center so that in- and outflow legs can be shifted.

Having purely referred to the continuous sampling of moisture transport before, we finally contrast the uncertainty arising from

discrete spatial sampling by sondes and from non-instantaneous sampling in time. Using the root-mean-square error (RMSE),

we compare the different samplings (continuous and discrete) in both time perspectives with our reference, the continuous and

instantaneous representation. The subsampling errors are minor against the instationarity induced errors and cannot compensate430

the latter although they occasionally act in the opposite directions (Fig. 15). The non-instantaneous induced RMSEs are much

higher (up to more than 2 mm d−1) than the ones originating from spatial undersampling. While the warm pre-frontal sector

shows the highest positive moisture budget contributions regardless of the error criteria (Fig. 14), this sector does not have the

highest RMSE for both error sources (Fig. 15). The largest errors occur in the core and post-frontal sector. Non-instantaneous

sampling can misrepresent the divergence components by 50 % of the actual values (compare with Fig. 13).435

Moisture advection (ADV ) values react more sensitively than mass convergence (CONV ) ones to airborne sampling. In con-

trast to sonde undersampling, instationarity-induced errors in ADV act in a more consistent direction (error bars in Fig. 15).

Especially in the cold sector, AR instationarity mainly causes an airborne underestimation in dry advection. In the instan-

taneous reference, drier airmasses are already more embedded in the post-frontal inflow cross-section but differ less in the
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outflow transect. This gradient overall reinforces dry advection. Consequently, we generally expect the strongest sonde-based440

misrepresentation in the cold post-frontal sector for such a zig-zag flight pattern.

Similar to the error magnitudes, the inter-case variability in divergence misrepresentation is much higher in ADV . The large

inter-AR variability of the errors (Fig. 15) highlights that more cases should be considered to generalise the errors for arctic

ARs. This includes differentiating ARs not only by their strength, but by their AR corridor type (entrance, centre, exit). If a

zig-zag flight is more located in an intense AR centre, we expect the contribution of mass convergence and the errors due to445

the sounding intervals to increase so that CONV becomes more comparable to Guan et al. (2020) and Norris et al. (2020).

However, such AR conditions are rarely met close to the sea ice in spring (Fig. 2). The occurence of AR exit corridors over

arctic sea ice is considerably higher. This underpins the usefullness of our benchmarks for dedicated arctic research flights.

7 Summary and conclusions

This observability study investigates to what extent sporadic airborne dropsondes can represent the Integrated Water Vapour450

Transport (IV T ) variability and its divergence inside arctic Atmospheric Rivers (ARs). We elaborate on arctic AR conditions

at the sea ice edge in Spring which have so far received less attention than mid-latitude ARs (e.g. Eiras-Barca et al., 2018;

Ralph et al., 2019; Cobb et al., 2021a; Eiras-Barca et al., 2021). Since sophisticated airborne observations for arctic ARs do

not yet exist, we make use of the high-resolution CARRA reanalysis. The AR representation in CARRA forms our idealisation

of the reality (that outperforms the AR-IV T ERA5 variability) to estimate the background IV T variability in arctic ARs. In455

CARRA, we locate zig-zag flight patterns to cover the frontal sectors over the entire AR transect. The CARRA values are spa-

tiotemporally interpolated onto the flight track. Single vertical profiles represent our synthetic dropsondes. The divergence is

derived by regression methods (Stevens et al., 2019). We characterise uncertainties using dropsondes to monitor the AR mois-

ture transport divergence. The synthetic sondes quantify the impacts resulting from discrete subsampling for IV T variability

and their divergence representation. Second, sonde profiles along flight patterns are non-instantaneous. We thus elucidate how460

sonde-based IV T accuracy can be deteriorated by displacement and evolution of the AR over the flight duration.

Our investigation of AR moisture transport in CARRA marks a detailed analysis of arctic AR-IV T expanding on mid-latitude

studies of AR moisture budget (Guan et al., 2020). Using finer reanalyses manifolds our understanding of arctic moisture trans-

formation and will facilitate disentangling key processes of AR precipitation efficiency. Still, we are aware that our airborne

emulation does not maintain all physical equilibria within the reanalysis. Considering corridors in nine arctic ARs in the vicin-465

ity of the sea ice edge, we rather intend to determine benchmarks of uncertainties in moisture transport divergence, steming

from sonde undersampling and the flight duration. This synthetic assessment concludes the four pursued questions (Q1-Q4) as:

What is the maximum distance between sondes to determine the total moisture transport through AR corridors? (Q1)

– For the Total Integrated Water Vapour Transport (TIV T ) of arctic AR cross-sections, sonde distances below 100 km

have to be envisioned to certainly keep TIV T errors below 10 %. In strong ARs with IV T exceeding 500 kg m−1s−1,470

too coarse IV T representation at the AR core leads to TIV T underestimation. Gaussian fits help reproduce the cross-
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sectoral IV T shape but are sensitive to how sondes estimate maximum IV T and its location. We suggest a minimum of

five soundings per cross-section to derive TIV T in both boundary legs as first estimate of IV T divergence appropriately.

How correlated are moisture and winds in arctic ARs and do coherent patterns contribute significantly to IVT? (Q2)

– The cross-sections do not universally indicate coherent moisture and wind patterns. Both variables can be poorly corre-475

lated due to spatial separation. Maximum contributions of moisture and wind to IV T and its lateral variability act on

different vertical levels. Moisture variability remains relevant up to about 700 hPa, when the AR core implies elevated

moist layers. Wind variability is more crucial below 850 hPa. While lateral moisture transport variability contributes less

than 10 % to its mean, the relative variability of both quantities respectively is higher. In a relative sense, the variability

of moisture dominates. For instance, our strongest AR characterises high moisture variability, whereas strong winds with480

little variability causes the transport of an overall rather small amount of moisture. We prioritise supplementary airborne

measurements of moisture to better represent arctic AR-IV T variability. Unlike our northern cases, which are located

more in the AR exit region, we expect wind variability to increase in corridors closer to the AR centre.

How does divergence of moisture transport characterise along the cross-section of arctic ARs? (Q3)

– By comparing in- and outflow IVT through the AR transects, we overall expect divergence in moisture transport. How-485

ever, ARs exhibit frontal-specific characteristics in IV T divergence that have to be decomposed to moisture advection

(ADV ) and mass convergence (CONV ), see Sect. 5. The pre-frontal AR sectors contribute to the moisture budget via

both decomposits, whereas the post-frontal sectors overall indicate divergence. The core represents the zone of transition.

Across the front, IV T divergence overall contributes to the moisture budget by up to +4 (pre-frontal convergence) to

−8mmd−1 (post-frontal divergence). This is of half magnitude compared to the mid latitudes, but of high intensity for490

the Arctic. We generally find mass convergence dominating mainly below 850 hPa, while moisture advection governs

above. Mass convergence is much less relevant than moisture advection.

To what extent can discrete non-instantaneous sondes reproduce IVT divergence in the light of AR evolution during

flight? (Q4)

– Three sondes per frontal sector leg can reproduce the frontal gradient of divergence components with similar magnitudes495

of budget contribution (decline) in the pre-frontal (post-frontal) sector. The mean absolute error to the idealised AR rep-

resentation extends to around 0.5 mm d−1. There is, in turn, high inter-case spread with positive and negative deviations.

Sonde-based moisture advection turns out to be more sensitive. Nonetheless, the undersampling error becomes minor

compared to the flight duration induced error. For the AR core and cold sector, the temporal AR evolution during the

flight accounts for more than twice as high errors in ADV . Arising divergence errors can exceed 50 % of the actual500

values. In contrast to undersampling, errors induced by non-instantaneous sampling have a more consistent direction.

For determined mass-convergence, errors remain small with the lowest differences occuring in the pre-frontal (warm)

sector. We conclude that moisture advection on the arctic AR boundaries is both most contributing to the moisture trans-
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port divergence and most sensitive to the airborne strategy as the ARs do not necessarily displace along the moisture

transport direction.505

Overall, we confirm the observability of moisture transport divergence in arctic AR corridors by releasing sondes in such ded-

icated flight patterns. A minimum of seven sondes per AR cross-section can prinicpally characterise the divergence under the

given uncertainties of ≈ 10%. They determine divergence in a way that they cover cross-frontal gradients. The entire moisture

transport divergence can be obtained with an uncertainty lower than 25 %. We emphasise the higher importance of supplemen-

tary measurements for moisture when faced with a limited amount of dropsondes, as moisture represents the more varying510

quantity in our AR corridors. Since our results mainly rely on corridors in the AR exit region, we strongly recommend an

extension of our uncertainty assessment to other AR regions, and postulate the role of winds and mass convergence to increase

in strong ARs moving more poleward. This emerges as an even more hot topic with respect to polar ARs tending to shift more

northward and intensifying under climate change (O’Brien et al., 2022).

Our provided orders of magnitudes for IV T variability and divergence are representative for arctic ARs and quantify bench-515

marks in dropsonde-based derivation. Consistently mimicking the soundings is a fundamental stepstone to achieve an under-

standing of the uncertainties when such airborne tactics will actually be performed. For real sondes, we highlight the added

value of the high vertical resolution. Sondes reveal more precise information of the vertical composition ofADV and CONV .

We deduce that sonde undersampling matters and recommend a sequence of at least seven sondes per cross-section. Yet,

notwithstanding that we could release a much higher number of sondes, it is the temporal AR evolution over flight duration520

that leads to higher deviations in divergence components rather than sonde undersampling. Thus, dedicated planning of such

sonde-based observation purposes should not only involve dropsonde positioning but rather pursue minimising the flight du-

ration. We postulate collocated flights where both cross-sections are sampled simultaneously by two aircraft as the optimum

and still feasible strategy. The benchmarks are not only useful to improve flight strategies, but also indicate deviations in cor-

responding model-observation comparisons. Only when we illuminate the constraints of AR representation from both models525

and observations, we establish a framework from which airborne observations can support modellers in terms of resolution and

complexity required for parametrizations of moisture transformation processes caused by IV T divergence in arctic ARs.

Code and data availability. The code created by HD that analyses the downloaded reanalyses and creates the figures can be accessed

via github and is made available under: https://github.com/hdorff94/Synthetic_Airborne_Arctic_ARs. The reanalysis data from CARRA

(Schyberg et al., 2021) and ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2018) were accessed from the Copernicus Climate Change Service(C3S) Climate Data530

Store (CDS). The AR catalogue used to pre-identify AR events of interest (Guan, 2022) is provided by Bin Guan via https://ucla.box.com/

ARcatalog.
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